
 

 
ELSBERRY VIO. BUREAU 20240212 

 IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF LINCOLN COUNTY, MISSOURI 
 MUNICIPAL DIVISION - ELSBERRY 
   
In Re: Violations Bureau Schedule of Fines ) 
 

1. I am the judge of the City of Elsberry Municipal Division of the Circuit Court for the 45th 
Judicial Circuit of Missouri. 

 
2. I have original jurisdiction over animal control violations, housing violations and 
traffic violations in this municipal division. 
 
3. By this court order, I am establishing a violations bureau (subject to the supervision of 
the circuit court) that includes animal control violations and traffic violations. 
 
4. I hereby designate Joan Cherry as the violations bureau clerk for this municipal division. 
 
5. It shall be the violations bureau clerk’s duty to accept appearances, waiver of trials, pleas 

of guilty, and payment of fine and costs for the designated violations, enter the pleas on the record, and 
transmit the violation records as required by law. 

 
6. I hereby adopt the Uniform Fine Schedule established by Rule 37.495.  For those 

Ordinance violations not appearing in the Uniform Fine Schedule, the violations bureau fines are listed 
below. 

 
7.  Any of the violations listed in this Order may be disposed of by a person paying the 

specified amount of the fine and costs to the bureau in person, by mail, or through an electronic payment 
system before the court date and time for the initial court appearance. Said payment constitutes a guilty 
plea and waiver of trial. 

 
8. Such designated violations may be amended from time to time but shall in no event 

include the following: 
 
          (1)  Any violation submitted by the prosecutor for disposition through a court 

appearance; 
          (2)  Any violation for which a summons to appear is issued; 
          (3)  Any violation resulting in personal injury or property damage;  
         (4)  Operating a motor vehicle while intoxicated or under the influence of intoxicants 

or drugs;  
         (5)  Operating a vehicle with a counterfeited, altered, suspended, or revoked license;  
          (6)  Fleeing or attempting to elude an officer; and  
          (7)  Any other violation excluded by law.  
 

9. The offenses within the authority of the Violations Bureau Clerk are designated below, 
along with the fines and court costs to be imposed by Order of this Court. 
 



 

 
ELSBERRY VIO. BUREAU 20240212 

  ELSBERRY VIOLATIONS BUREAU SCHEDULE OF FINES 
 

Code § Description Charge Code Fine Court 
Costs 

Total 

76.080 Speeding 1 MPH to 5 MPH over 
posted speed limit 

ORD304.0-401N 
20215499.0 

$50.50 $33.50 $84.00 

76.080 Speeding 6 to10 MPH over posted 
speed limit 

ORD304.0-406N 
20215499.0 

$60.50 $33.50 $94.00 

76.080 Speeding 11 to 15 MPH over posted 
speed limit 

ORD304.0-411N 
20215499.0 

$70.50 $33.50 $104.00 

76.080 Speeding 16 to 19 MPH over posted 
speed limit 

ORD304.0-416N 
20215499.0 

$100.50 $33.50 $134.00 

76.080 Speeding 20 to 25 MPH over posted 
speed limit 

ORD304.0-420N 
20215499.0 

$155.50 $33.50 $189.00 

76.335 Aggressive/Exhibition Driving  ORD300.0-052N 
20215499.0 

$50.50 $33.50 $84.00 

73.020 Animal at large without leash ORD578.0-005N 
20215599.0 

$50.50 $33.50 $84.00 

73.3100 Animal (Exotic) License violation ORD578.0-019N 
20215599.0 

$50.50 $33.50 $84.00 

76.648 ATV on road ORD301.0-021N 
20215499.0  

$50.50 $33.50 $84.00 

76.648.5 ATV on road with a passenger ORD301.0-023N 
20215499.0 

$50.50 $33.50 $84.00 

76.648.3 ATV on road without safety flag ORD301.0-024N 
20215499.0  

$50.50 $33.50 $84.00 

76.648.2 ATV within stream or river ORD301.0-025N 
20215499.0 

$149.50 $33.50 $183.00 

76.648.3 ATV on road without a driver’s 
license 

ORD301.0-026N 
20215499.0 

$60.50 $33.50 $94.00 

76.648.3 ATV on road over 30 mph ORD301.0-022N 
20215499.0 

$60.50 $33.50 $94.00 
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Code § Description Charge Code Fine Court 
Costs 

Total 

76.648.4 ATV under 18 operating without a 
helmet 

ORD301.0-029N 
20215499.0 

$50.50 $33.50 $84.00 

76.635 Backing unsafely 
(improper backing) 

ORD304.0-006N 
20215499.0  

$60.50 $33.50 $94.00 

76.647 
76.650 

Bicycle Violations ORD903.0-001N 
20215499.0  

$15.50 $33.50 $49.00 

76.160 Defective equipment ORD307.0-021N 
20215499.0 

$50.50 $33.50 $84.00 

76.160 Defective equipment used 
unapproved lighting device on motor 
vehicle 

ORD307.0-022N 
20215499.0  

$50.50 $33.50 $84.00 

41.350 
51.510 
68.180 

Derelict or Abandoned Vehicle 
Nuisance 

ORD901.0-039N 
20215599.0 

$100.50 $33.50 $134.00 

76.160.7 Fail to dim headlights lights ORD304.0-163N 
20215499.0 

$50.50 $33.50 $84.00 

76.160.5 Headlights not on when required 
including when using windshield 
wipers. 

ORD304.0-161N 
20215499.0 

$50.50 $33.50 $84.00 

76.160.5 Headlights not on when fog or 
weather conditions require it. 

ORD304.0-162N 
20215499.0 

$10.00 $0.00 $10.00 

76.280.2 Driver’s License expired ORD302.0-
001Y20215499.0 

$50.50 $33.50 $84.00 

76.280; 
76.311 

Driving a motorized bicycle on street 
without a License 

ORD300.0-001N 
20215499.0 

$50.50 $33.50 $84.00 

76.400 Emergency vehicle driver violated 
permitted acts (flashing lights non-
emergency, etc). 

ORD300.0-072N 
20215499.0 

$80.50 $33.50 $114.00 

76.290 Failed to register  ORD301.0-012N 
20215499.0 

$50.50 $33.50 $84.00 

76.290 Failed to display inspection 
certificate  

ORD301.0-013N 
20215499.0 

$50.50 $33.50 $84.00 
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Code § Description Charge Code Fine Court 
Costs 

Total 

76.230 Follow too close ORD304.0-101N 
20215499.0 

$60.50 $33.50 $94.00 

76.075 Handicap Parking Violation  ORD902.0-004N 
20215499.0  

$100.50 $33.50 $134.00 

76.648 Helmet violation on ATV under 18 
  

ORD301.0-029N 
20215499.0 

$25.00 $0.00 $25.00 

76.120 Failure to yield to an Emergency 
Vehicle using audible and visual 
signals 

ORD300.0-041N 
20215499.0 

$80.50 $33.50 $114.00 

76.290 License Plates of another ORD301.0-014N 
202154__._ 

$50.50 $33.50 $84.00 

76.290 License Plates display unlawful 
plates 

ORD301.0-015N 
202154__._ 

$50.50 $33.50 $84.00 

76.290 License Plate, expired ORD301.0-011N 
20215499.0 

$50.50 $33.50 $84.00 

76.530 No-turn signs violated ORD304.0-091N 
20215499.0 

$60.50 $33.50 $94.00 

76.530 Turning illegal or improper ORD304.0-091N 
20215499.0  

$60.50 $33.50 $94.00 

76.084 Obstruct flow of traffic by failing to 
move vehicle 

ORD300.0-131N 
20215499.0 

$50.50 $33.50 $84.00 

76.084 Obstruct flow of traffic by vehicle 
moving too slow 

ORD300.0-101N 
20215499.0 

$60.50 $33.50 $94.00 

76.050 
76.545 

One way street wrong way ORD304.0-041N 
20215499.0 

$60.50 $33.50 $94.00 

76.070 
76.715- 
76.850 

Parking where prohibited ORD902.0-019N 
20215499.0 

$50.50 $33.50 $84.00 

76.740 
76.750 

Parking causing obstruction of alley 
or driveway  

ORD902.0-009N 
20215499.0 

$50.50 $33.50 $84.00 
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Code § Description Charge Code Fine Court 
Costs 

Total 

76.155 Passing illegally (pass on right, etc) ORD304.0-114N 
20215499.0 

$80.50 $33.50 $114.00 

76.155 Passing illegally (pass on right, etc) 
and interfere with approaching traffic 

ORD304.0-115N 
20215499.0 

$130.50 $33.50 $164.00 

76.150.2 Right side of road (failed to keep to 
right) 

ORD304.0-061N 
20215499.0 

$60.50 $33.50 $94.00 

76.150.2 Failed to keep within a single lane ORD304.0-051N 
20215499.0 

$60.50 $33.50 $94.00 

76.155.
D.1 

Drove vehicle to left side of the road 
when view obstructed by a hill or 
curve 

ORD304.0-012N 
20215499.0  

$130.50 $33.50 $164.00 

76.155.
D.2 

Drove vehicle to left side of the road 
within 100' of bridge when view 
obstructed 

ORD304.0-013N 
20215499.0 

$130.50 $33.50 $164.00 

76.150.1 Failed to place vehicle not in motion 
as near to right side of road as 
practicable 

ORD300.0-151N 
20215499.0 

$60.50 $33.50 $94.00 

76.150.1 Failed to place vehicle not in motion 
as near to right side of road as 
practicable causing immediate threat 
of accident 

ORD300.0-152N 
20215499.0 

$60.50 $33.50 $94.00 

76.155 Passing on left when view obstructed ORD304.0-012N 
20215499.0 

$130.50 $33.50 $164.00 

76.155 
(A.1) 

Passing and cutting in on overtaken 
vehicle 

ORD300.0-051N 
20215499.0 

$80.50 $33.50 $114.00 

76.155 
(A.2) 

Passed vehicle increased speed while 
being passes 

ORD300.0-053N 
20215499.0 

$80.50 $33.50 $114.00 
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Code § Description Charge Code Fine Court 
Costs 

Total 

76.647 
76.650 
76.670 
76.675 
76.680 
76.690 
76.696 
76.705 

Pedestrian Violations, various ORD903.0-019N 
20215499.0 

$15.50 $33.50 $49.00 

76.165 Stopped/slowed Speed/turned from 
Direct Course/moved Vehicle Rgt/lft 
When Unsafe 

ORD304.0-121N 
20215499.0 

$60.50 $33.50 $94.00 

76.200 Seat Belt ORD300.0-121N 
20215499.0 

$10.00 $0.00 $10.00 

76.210 Seat Belt Child restraint over 80 lbs 
or 4'9" tall 

ORD300.0-122N 
20215499.0 

$10.00 $0.00 $10.00 

76.210 Seat Belt Child restraint under 80 lbs 
or 4'9" tall 

ORD300.0-123N 
20215499.0 

$49.50 $33.50 $83.00 

76.200 Seat Belt not worn by person under 
18 years old in truck 

ORD300.0-124N 
20215499.0 

$10.00 $0.00 $10.00 

76.200 Seat Belt other ORD300.0-129N 
20215499.0 

$10.00 $0.00 $10.00 

76.060 Stop sign violation ORD300.0-014N 
20215499.0 

$60.50 $33.50 $94.00 

76.155 
76.255 

Stop violation (for School Bus) ORD304.0-134N 
20215499.0 

$130.50 $33.50 $164.00 

76.055 Signal Turning to Park and Backing 
From Parking Spaces 

ORD304.0-093N 
20215499.0 

$60.50 $33.50 $94.00 

76.165 Turn signal (failed to signal before 
turning) 

ORD304.0-093N 
20215499.0 

$60.50 $33.50 $94.00 

76.520. Turning markers or signs violated ORD304.0-091N 
20215499.0  

$60.50 $33.50 $94.00 
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Code § Description Charge Code Fine Court 
Costs 

Total 

76.170 
& 
76.535 

U-Turn at prohibited Intersections ORD300.0-119N 
20215499.0 

$60.50 $33.50 $94.00 

76.535 U-Turn (unsafe if not specifically 
prohibited) 

ORD304.0-071N 
20215499.0 

$60.50 $33.50 $94.00 

76.565 
76.570 
76.580 

Yield (failure to)  ORD300.0-031N 
20215499.0 

$60.50 $33.50 $94.00 

76.405 Yield (failure to) emergency vehicles ORD300.0-041N 
20215499.0 

$80.50 $33.50 $114.00 

76.260 Yield (failure to) at intersection w/o 
stop sign 

ORD300.0-033N 
20215499.0 

$60.50 $26.50 $87.00 

76.575 Yield (failure to) at intersection with 
stop sign 

ORD300.0-037N 
20215499.0 

$60.50 $33.50 $94.00 

76.585 Yield (failure to) from driveway, 
alley, parking lot, etc 

ORD300.0-035N 
20215499.0 

$60.50 $33.50 $94.00 

76.260 Yield (failure to) going into 
driveway, alley, parking lot, etc 

ORD300.0-036N 
20215499.0 

$60.50 $33.50 $94.00 

76.260.2 Yield (failure to) to vehicle on right 
that entered intersection at same 
time. 

ORD300.0-038N 
20215499.0 

$60.50 $33.50 $94.00 

76.260.1 Yield (failure to) to vehicle 
approaching from opposite direction 
when turning left. 

ORD300.0-039N 
20215499.0 

$60.50 $33.50 $94.00 

76.585 Yield (failure to) to pedestrian in 
crosswalk 

ORD300.0-034N 
20215499.0 

$60.50 $33.50 $94.00 

76.585 Fail to slow for conditions at Yield 
sign 

ORD300.0-032N 
20215499.0 

$60.50 $33.50 $94.00 

76.550 Failed to obey official signs 
temporarily designating lanes 

ORD300.0-024N 
20215499.0 

$60.50 $33.50 $94.00 



Code§ Description Charge Code Fine Court Total 
Costs 

76.550 Failed to obey official signs ORD300.0-025N $60.50 $33.50 $94.00 
temporarily designating lanes 20215499.0 
causing threat of accident 

Nuisance first violation ORD901.0-039N $100.50 $33.50 $134.00 
20215599.0 

Trash Can left at Curb at improper 
time - improper / unsanitary trash 
cans 

To use the Violations Bureau, a defendant must enter a plea of guilty and waive appearance in 
court prior to the time specified in the notice of arrest. A defendant may deliver in person, by mail, or as 
otherwise directed by the Violations Bureau Clerk, the specified amount of the fine and costs to the 
Violations Bureau. This delivery constitutes a guilty plea and waiver of trial. The payment of a fine to 
the Elsbe1Ty Violations Bureau in accordance with the above shall be deemed an acknowledgment of 
conviction of the alleged offense, and the Violations Bureau, upon accepting the prescribed fine, shall 
issue a receipt to the violator acknowledging payment thereof. 

Hon. 

In no event shall the Violations Bureau be applicable to any of the following offenses: 

(1) Any violation resulting in personal injury or property damage; 

(2) Operating a motor vehicle while intoxicated or under the influence of intoxicants or 
drngs; 

(3) Operating a vehicle with a counterfeited, altered, suspended, or revoked license; 

(4) Fleeing or attempting to elude an officer; 

Operating a vehicle in excess of 30 MPH over the posted speed limit; and 

Any other violation excluded by law. 

Date:_·Z i_JCJ /_'~ ---
nicipal Judge 
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